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The article summarizes the results of theoretical and empirical studies in the sphere of the project preparation and realization processes by focusing on the contribution of the researchers, educators and staff of the Faculty of Economics and Management and Project Management Center of Kaunas University of Technology to the development of this relevant sphere of management. The article distinguishes the following basic aspects:

- Consistent patterns of environmental changes effecting projects, effect of the business intelligence on changes, development of science and technologies and project realization.
- Cost reduction factors in project realization processes, the effect of the accumulated project value on its realization, the effect of electronic services on the project realization costs.
- Human resources, their competence development with the help of projects.

The article includes conclusions and suggestions with regard to the development of research projects and studies within the basis of cooperation with the European Union and world universities.
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Introduction

The attention attached to the creation of goods, services and technologies has significantly increased already in the middle of the last century. A gradual satiation of local markets has increased the competitiveness of goods and services. This situation has provoked the reaction both to micro and macro levels. Today the development of science and technologies preconditioning essential changes in organizations remains the main factor determining competitiveness in the European Union. In 2000 in Lisbon the European Council forecasted the objective – to turn the European Union states’ economics into a competitive and dynamic knowledge-based world economics with a harmonized economic development and a higher level of qualitative employment.

Lithuania has a well-developed net of research and studies institutions, although one has to admit that the declared attention to the development of science and technologies does not give the anticipated results. Investigations conducted allow to maintain that the development of science and technologies should be directed towards a common purpose – creation of new products, production and consumption. Against the background of cardinal changes a proper place is attached to the realization based on projects within the organization’s total activities or its particular part. The international project management journal maintains that “in the 21st century the traditional functional management will be substituted by the project management” (Lientz, Reaš, 2002; Kerzner, 2006).

Today it has become a common practice that many organizations work with not only separate and complex but very often with several or even more projects. Without a methodology enabling to manage a multi-project environment the project activity will not be effective enough for the increase of organization’s competitiveness. Thus a special attention should be attached to a project-based management of organization’s activity. This problem is considered by foreign scientists, such as Bennet Lientz, Kathryn Rea (2002, 2003), Charvat Jason (2003), Clifford Gray, Erik Larson (2000), Erling Andersen, Kristoffer Grude, Tor Haug (2004), Samuel Mantel, Jack Meredith, Scott Shafer, Margaret Sutron (2003), Kerzner (2003, 2006). A substantial attention to this work is attached by Lithuanian scientists Rutkauskas, Tamšiūnienė (2002), Būda, Chmieliauskas (2006), Zakarevičius (2003) and others.

An exceptional attention to the object of project management is caused by the following factors: growth of competitiveness and globalization; institutionalization of innovation-based economics; rapid development of technologies (especially IT); usage of outer resources; common quality turning into the philosophy of activity; increase in the significance of consumer’s requests; shortening of products and services existence cycle.

- Research object is part of the project existence cycle – project preparation and realization processes.
- Research objective – identification and investigation of the project preparation and realization processes from the functional perspective within the Euro-integration context.
- Research objectives - identification and investigation of the project preparation and realization processes, analysis and assessment of the research results adaptation in the process of studies.

Research methods used in the work: the analysis of literature references and documents, synthesis; direct data collection; statistical data processing; methods of mathematics applied for data processing: statistical and cluster analyses.
Consistent patterns of environmental changes effecting projects

Innovations are based on new knowledge or new ways of their application. Thus, the research and implementation of its results require coordinated actions of researchers, business and government. Lithuania has opportunities to adopt experience of countries which are considered most modern, and thus avoid mistakes of searching for its own way (Baronienė, Neverauskas, 2005).

The increasing role of the knowledge based society encourages a rapid development of different kind of transformations. The choice of changes management means, their economic evaluation becomes the most important ability of an organization to survive and develop under competitive conditions. In spite of the variety of both foreign and country’s scientists’ opinions business foresight as a system is an effective means for a purposeful preparation for future changes, because it is in the process of foresight that recommendations for decision makers about the future events are created. Virtanen (1999) maintains that an effective foresight process requires an open organizational culture which stimulates organization’s learning. Whereas Pollard (1999) maintains that the business foresight process helps the organization to distinguish its advantages and disadvantages as compared with competitors.

From the economic perspective business foresight should be perceived as the result of a continuous cycle of four components – to measure, analyze, plan and improve. The main objective of the existing business foresight models involves providing employees with information, on the basis of which they make either current or perspective decisions. Their aim is to help the organization to achieve the objectives set (Neverauskas, Staškevičiūtė, 2005).

In a rapidly changing environment a significant role is attached to people possessing modern knowledge and able to apply it effectively. Taking this tendency into consideration, organizations should be oriented to a qualitative resource management, involving both management and economic aspects. Common quality management should help organizations to solve aspects of innovation development projects. Successfully implemented innovative quality management methods provide organizations with means of a better adaptation to a rapidly changing conditions and easier adaptation of various kinds of innovations.

Common quality management takes a significant place. One has to admit that the changing environmental conditions should encourage changes in the attitude towards quality. In the space of knowledge-based economics it is necessary to establish a link between the principles of common quality and implementation of innovations. Common quality management should help organizations to solve economic aspects of innovation development projects. Successfully implemented innovative quality management methods ensure organizations’ better adaptation to rapidly changing conditions as well as adaptation of various kinds of innovations.

When analyzing and assessing factors that effect the efficiency of the project realization system, it is worth analyzing the application of project management methods by implementing ISO 9000 standards. The ratio of project management and ISO standards can be characterized in two aspects: project management as the object of ISO standards; project management as helpful means of standard implementation in the enterprise.

If the organization’s activity is based on projects and the project realization process results in meeting the consumer’s requirements, project management can be considered as part of the organization’s certifying system. Aiming to certify project management bigger requirements are raised to the project management documentation – it is determined by the fact that we judge about the project management quality by documentation.

ISO standards do not specify processes which are obligatory in the project management process, although 10 project management processes are recommended (Neverauskas, Staškevičius, 2001). Namely: processes related to costs, resources, personnel, risk, purchases. Nevertheless, application of project management methods would enable organizations to minimize financial and other problems arising during the standard implementation period.

Research and technologies development

Establishment of knowledge economics in Lithuania gives perfect opportunity integration into the European globalization processes. In knowledge economics the principle role is attached to the application of the most recent knowledge encouraging the development of research and technologies. In this case good opportunities for attracting the EU funds emerge. Following the recognized priorities of FP and EU structural support investments for the period 2007 - 2013 organizations’ changes will have to meet the requirements of the country’s national strategic documents: the State’s sustained development strategy, the Lithuanian sustained economics (economics development) strategy, National Agreement on economic and social progress, National cohesive development strategy.

Results of the studies conducted (Velykienė, Neverauskas, 2003) have revealed one of the most significant problems – the establishment of the most recent knowledge encouraging the development of research and technologies as well as its application lack a business-oriented attitude towards projective offers, i. e. the establishment of new knowledge as well as production of new products are targeted at the organization’s most significant common goal.

A rapid transformation to the project development based organization is encouraged by such factors as: basic changes in the managers’ thinking; a rapid development of IT technologies; attracting foreign partners; a rapid establishment of new project management based market structures (investment funds, commercial banks, etc.) and others.

Kerzner (2000) maintains that “the society begins to realize the advantages of project management as soon as it realizes the importance of strategic management”.

The following stages should be distinguished in the evolution of project application:
- project application for achieving separate special goals;
- a formal validation of project application in the organization;
- project development based organization.
Recently researchers have been discussing the issues on characterization of the organizations’ present and future project management processes of the 21st century. In the author’s opinion this should be defined as “the age of project management maturity”.

The significance of project management has increased during the recent decade due to a considerable activity of investment processes. The analysis of foreign countries’ experience shows that in order to avoid the gap between the organization and strategies of future projects, it is necessary either to target the organization to a project development based one or to apply for a specialized project organizations’ support. In both cases it is purposeful to analyze and assess the organization’s level/maturity with regard to projective management.

Researchers’ opinions analysis enables to draw the following conclusion – the organization’s maturity from the project management perspective involves its ability to choose and manage projects encouraging a maximum focus on the achievement of strategic objectives.

Project management organizational maturity models enable organizations pursuing an effective project management to assess the present state with regard to the project management system, work out the strategy and tactics of this system’s further development.

For the assessment of the organization’s projective maturity Stankevičius, Neverauskas (2005) suggest to apply Kerzner’s 5-level organizational maturity model. The most important is the 3rd level – a unified methodology based on the assessment of the synergy effect emerging when integrating the project management and other methodologies.

A full conformance to each level criteria and gradual transformation to a higher level contribute to the increase in the effectiveness of the organization’s project management system and reduction of project-related risk.

The effect of the accumulated project value on its realization

Competitiveness of the market, necessity to save resources and improve the enterprise’s financial position by applying the most recent knowledge make entrepreneurs create and use projects encouraging the development of research and technologies within the organization which strengthens the organization’s competitiveness.

The analysis conducted by the author shows that different project control methods applied in the USA, Europe and other countries do not allow deviations from the goal set from both quality and different economic indexes perspective.

The studies have revealed that the choice of the project control method depends upon the organization’s strategic goals. The project control is considered as a process during which the project manager assesses the implementation of the goals set, identifies deviations and their causes, corrects the course of works, changes tasks or makes other decisions, in order either to prevent or reduce the project-related economic damage.

For the project preparation and realization-related control the authors suggest applying the accumulated value method. Application of this method involves the assessment of every project-related work or group of works by establishing their value, i.e. costs estimated during the project planning process in the project budget.

The total value of the project equals to the sum of all project-related works values. The value attained at further stages of work or work complex is compared with the value established during the planning process.

The accumulated value method application to projects is based on the following advantages:

- The accumulated value method is the basic and consistent project (its separate work) completion assessment system.
- It enables auditing of the project budget at its any stage.

It is a common practice for the accumulated value methods to use economic indexes. The accumulated value consists of the already completed works value which can be presented both in the expression of value or percentage against planned working costs. The total project accumulated value is established after having fully accomplished all project works. Beside other indexes the following indexes are established:

- non-conformity/deviation of the budget, i.e. the difference between actually accomplished works costs and planned costs;
- non-conformity/deviation of the schedule, i.e. the difference between actually accomplished works value and the value foreseen in the schedule;
- non-conformity/deviation of costs, i.e. the difference between the accumulated value and the value of actually accomplished work.

Negative deviation indicates that the accumulated work or project value is lower than the actual project costs.

Different studies prove the fact that due to inevitable project deviations there is a necessity of the project course control from the economic perspective. In the authors’ opinion, the accumulated value analysis method is most suitable for this purpose: identification and economic assessment of the budget and time deviations. For this reason the accumulated value analysis method is applicable for the research and technology development projects in Lithuania involving the project monitoring, assessment of the project progress, decision making regarding further development of the project.

The necessity and significance of the project consumer differentiation

Environmental changes determine the changes within the enterprise management sphere and increase the importance of knowledge and information. A rapid development of research and technologies is an active accelerator of changes. Changes are not possible without projects within a respective sphere. The existence of a direct relationship between the rapidity of changes and their projects preparation, realization of possibilities and results is obvious.

The process of rapid transformations has strengthened the significance of information allowing to adopt project-related decisions aimed at a better meeting customers’ requirements than the competitors as well as ensuring the best economic indexes of the enterprise’s activity under new business conditions.
The project realization success is directly linked with project consumers who are considered the interested party from the beginning of the project preparation process. The aim of the studies conducted involved revealing the importance of the consumer differentiation system as well as its impact on the compatibility between the cost management and project value accumulation processes.

Scientific literature often involves discussions on issues regarding the urgency of compatibility between the enterprise’s cost management and customer-oriented value – as one of the most significant and difficult tasks to achieve of business management (Valančienė, Boguslauskas, Neverauskas, 2004). Investigations prove that the most progressive research studies offer various consumer-oriented cost management and value-related means for the ensuring of process compatibility. However, the main disadvantage of these means involves the consumer-oriented value creation perspective only within the enterprise, by preconditioning that the enterprise’s products and services shall meet the consumers’ requirements in the future as well. Thus, there is a need to consider the consumer differentiation system and principles of its establishment and recognize the importance of the ratio based on meeting consumers’ requirements from one side, and organizational costs from the other. This link is effective when making decisions within the project realization processes.

**Impact of electronic services on the project realization costs**

A rapid development of informational technologies influences the present basic business processes: dynamic changes as well as innovations encourage transformational decisions, determined by the decision making time, not by the sufficiency of information. A widely spread opinion involves the fact that activities in the virtual environment determine the decrease in the mediation service sphere. Although in other authors’ opinion, in spite of the fact that informational technologies create conditions for reduction of transaction costs, they also determine the establishment of new mediation services.

In the case of mediators exclusion from the market the transaction costs can be assumed either by the seller or purchaser. The consequences of transaction costs involve the reduction of the volume of interchange between the supplier and consumer. In the mediator market the transaction costs are covered by the mediator who has two – sale and purchase – prices. As mediators participate in majority of repeating transactions, they can invest into advanced technologies which require high costs, but this reduces marginal costs of further transactions.

Though some authors maintain that a free access to the Internet eliminates transaction costs, in this case the differences of transactions (both physical and virtual) determining more forms of mediation are underestimated. So, costs emerging from transactions between the supplier, mediator and consumer can be minimized with the help of different mediation means.

Aiming to minimize transaction costs by the Internet means one might choose between four mediation forms: a direct market, mediation free market, new (virtual) mediators and re-mediators (Gatautis, Neverauskas, 2005).

It should be emphasized that some mediator’s functions cannot be effected by any electronic services supplied by the Internet (confidence, market organization, search for purchasers and sellers, selection, negotiation processes).

Application of informational and communication technologies is a stimulating power for significant changes towards new economic systems. Being a progressive form of trade, E-commerce unites interdependent partners communicating via electronic means with the help of informational technologies.

E-commerce is a part of the whole of all economic, commercial, financial and accounting relations connected with the home and international transaction cycle by applying modern communication means (Neverauskas, Gatautis, Snieška, 2002).

Today we are aware of widely described E-commerce models: Gibson and Nolan’s business development, Earl’s, Rayport and Jaworski’s business development via the Internet, S.Grant’s E-commerce maturity, Chan and C.Swatman’s E-commerce development models. E-commerce should gradually integrate into the project realization process. Aiming to increase the effectiveness of project realization, it is advisable to apply one of the above mentioned models after having evaluated their advantages and disadvantages.

Application of informational and communication technologies in E-commerce provides a perfect opportunity to strengthen one’s abilities in application and implementation of competitive E-commerce strategies.

Chan and Swatman’s E-commerce development model has been chosen for the assessment of E-commerce level within Lithuanian enterprises. The investigation results show that 3/4 of Lithuanian enterprises under investigation have started using E-commerce during the recent three years. The main objective of E-commerce application within Lithuanian enterprises involves cost reduction and increase in competitiveness factors. Summarizing the investigation results the following conclusion can be drawn – in majority of Lithuanian enterprises E-commerce is at the initial level.

**Risk assessment in projects**

Natural characteristics of projects have programmed the project risk-related inevitability. Projects are targeted at the realization of changes through the development of research and technologies. Project assigned for the development of research and technologies, establishment and application of knowledge carry the highest risk due to a maximum generality, possibility for the emergence of unforeseen situations and corresponding consequences. Maylor (1996), Lock (1997), Samuel Mantel, Jack Meredith, Scott Shafer, Margaret Sutton (2003), Trevor Young (2004), Erling Andersen, Kristoffer Grude, Tor Haug (2004) present different definitions of the project risk as their economic phenomenon. Studies reveal the prevalence of means of economic origin in the project risk management sphere, such as the sensitivity analysis, break-even point, resource allocation and other financial means. The author shares the opinion that risk identification and its analysis are the most important stages within the project risk management processes.
Identification of the project risk involves making a list of possible risks at every stage, by indicating the probability of their emergency as well as effect on the project results (Neverauskas, Stankevičius, 2000).

Results of the project risk analysis provide partners with information necessary for their decision regarding their participation in the project as well as for the possible damage estimation and damage prevention means. The following methods can be applied for these purposes: sensitivity analysis, identification of resistance, break-even point and others. An exceptional attention should be attached to the unexpected damage assessment. The economic risk coefficient establishes the size of a possible damage in the expected income, and is considered an instrument for the elimination of the most risky factors of the project from the economic perspective.

The number is big projects is increasing slowly in Lithuania due to specific inner and outside environment characteristics determining a high level of risk.

**Contributions of the Project Management Center to the solution of regional problems**

The country’s higher school should make a significant contribution to the solution of regional human resources-related problems. The authors suggest the following ways of solving this problem:

- Strengthening and development of cooperation between universities and colleges located in the regional centers. The latter material facilities and part of pedagogical staff qualification allows to organize and successfully conduct distant studies outside the university, i.e. provision of studies services in regions.
- Offering new forms of learning to the regional population. Privatization processes have changed the property forms and preconditioned the demand for manpower re-qualification and professional education services. Thus, the traditional forms of studies do not satisfy the qualitatively new requirements for the preparation of a new working market.

Higher education effects regional changes in a direct and indirect way. Lithuania possesses all the necessary preconditions for a rapid technological progress, development of open to knowledge productions. From the other side, rapidly increasing research and technology development projects force entrepreneurs to make cardinal decisions with regard to the solution of the employees’ education-related issues. Some part of high school graduates among economically active people is increasing.

The European Union’s regional policy is targeted to the reduction of economic and social development differences. Lithuania has several opportunities to provide financial support with regard to the problems – to submit projects for receiving support from the structural funds. Considering the maximum support from the structural funds, the advance orientation to a successful realization of future projects, beginning with the project identification, is of great importance. There are several ways of project identification: orientation to the programs, problem analysis, problem identification, their assessment and only then a search for financial sources.

The second way of project identification is much more difficult and requires bigger efforts; however, it guarantees a more successful project implementation. It should be noticed that this way requires bigger financial expenses, besides problems concerning human resources emerge. Investigations show the prevalence of the first way among organizations; at the same time they expose themselves to the risk regarding a successful project implementation (Neverauskas, Stankevičius, 2003).

Project realization-related success is programmed even at the initial stage. Investigations prove the existence of many problems common to several regions. They can be solved by projects uniting regions with problems alike. Thus, the project realization success rate is increased and value added is created because (Neverauskas, Stankevičius, 2005): there is a real possibility of interregional cooperation in solving other regional problems as well; the duration of regional cooperation preconditions formation of a sustainable cooperation strategy, forecasting of common financial sources, accumulation of project teams experience, save project administration costs.

The Project Management Center (hereinafter - PVC) of Economics and Management Faculty, Kaunas University of Technology (hereinafter - KTU), was established in 2000. The PVC is a structural subdivision of the Economics and Management Faculty, operating on the economic basis. The PVC’s aims:

- to satisfy the consumers’ of the service provided demands;
- to promote the project management development within business and public administration organizations of the Republic of Lithuania;
- to provide consultations to enterprises and organizations on the issues of business or regional development project preparation and implementation;
- to conduct research within the project management sphere.

The main spheres of activity:

- provision of consultations to enterprises and organizations on the project management issues;
- support in the sphere of the search for possibilities to attract financial resources of various funds or other Lithuanian and international organizations;
- preparation, administration and coordination of projects;
- preparation of the project implementation programs;
- support in arranging the contest-related documentation;
- research work in the project management sphere, its coordination and integration into the studies process;
- preparation of teaching programs.

The main themes of the research work: are project risks management; human resources management-related problems; analysis of the value created by the project; application of modern project management processes for the solution of regional problems, etc. The accumulated experience is integrated and used for the initiating and/or implementation of different projects.

The project “Updating and expansion of the postgraduate studies program “Management” following the Lithuanian 2004–2006 FP priority 2 „Development of Human Resources” according mean 2.5 „Improvement of Human Resources’ Quality in the Research and Innovation
Sphere” is significant for the academic activity. The main objective of this project involves the improvement of the human resources’ education and competences in the project management sphere by updating and expanding the present management studies program, as well as establishing better preconditions for the economic development of the country’s industry. This project has increased the Project Management Center’s contribution to the Faculty’s process of studies – a new specialization “Project Management” has been established.

Textbooks and tasks for individual work of two general subjects of management studies program models and five program models of specialized studies “Project Management” have been prepared and published. During the project implementation course seminars - practical training courses were organized: course of moderation, the project implementation course, seminars - practical implementation of the Faculty’s process of studies – a new specialization “Project Management” has been established.

The Center’s staff maintains working and creative relations with various educational and business institutions in Denmark, Great Britain, Finland, Germany, Sweden, France, Poland, Italy, Greece, Portugal, Belgium and Austria.

Conclusions

1. A rapidly increasing demand for the research and technologies development, intensification of the knowledge based economic creation processes, institutionalization of the globalization phenomena formulate new tasks and challenges for the Lithuanian economics. The emergence of big possibilities offered by the European Union structural funds support has basically changed the role of project management within organizations’ activities. Projects help to ensure a closer relationship within organizations, thus ensuring a faster achievement of results.

2. In the project management sphere a significant role is attached to the project realization stage, which is a purposeful process, in many cases involving more than three interested parties pursuing their own strategic goals. Aiming to optimize the project realization process a special attention should be attached to economic factors effecting the process.

3. The Project Management Center’s activities are multiple, targeted to satisfy the demands of regional organizations and institutions.

4. It is purposeful to continue the investigation of economic factors influencing project realization following these directions:
   - forecast of the project realization results at the initial stage of projective activity;
   - forecast and assessment of the virtual project realization results;
   - economic aspects of the formation and realization of the project portfolio.
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Projektų vadyba – mokslas ir studijos KTU Ekonomikos ir vadybos fakultete

Santrauka

Šiame straipsnyje apibendrinami projektų rengimo ir realizavimo procesų teorinių ir empirinių tyriminių rezultatai, akcentuojant Kauno technologijos universiteto Ekonominos ir vadybos fakulteto (toliau - KTU EVO) ir jo Projektų vadybos centro mokslininkų, pedagogų ir darbuotojų išėjį į šiuos aktualių vadybos sritis plėtojimą. Straspejime išskirti še pagrindinių aspektų:

- Projektams darantys įtaką aplinkos kitinio dešinimo verslo, įvairaus technologijų plėtra ir projektų realizavimui;
- Kaip įtraukti visuominius projektų realizavimo proceso, įgytos projektų vertės įtaka jo realizavimui, elektroninių paslaugų poveikis projektų realizavimo kaštams;
- Žmogus išsiskiria, kurių kompetenciją ugdymas pastebinti projektus,
- Pateikti atsakymus ir pasiūlymai, kaip plėtoti mokslinius tyrimus ir studijų projektų vadybos srityje, bendradarbiauti su ES ir pasaulio universitetais bazėje.

Dėmesys naujų projektų, paslaugų ir technologijų kūrimui pastebimai sustiprėjo dar pranašiai šiminio veidrodyje. Palaipsniu metu pririšominių vietoje išneši ir individinius projektų, kurių technologijos ir įvairaus procesų dizainavimas ir jų realizavimas. Lietuvos Taryba numatė konkurencingumui


Projektų realizavimo sėkmė yra užprogramuojama dar jų iniciacijos etape. Tyrimai rodo, kad yra nemazai bendrų keliems regionams problemų. Šioms spręsti turėtų būti rengiami projektai, veikiantys regionams, turinčiams panašų problemų. Tai yra atveju padidėja galimybė gauti Europos Sąjungos struktūrinių fondų paramą, taip pat padidėja projektų realizavimo sėkmė, nes (Neuverauskas B., Stanevičius V., 2005): susiformuoja reali galimybė bendradarbiauti tarp regionų sprendžiant ir kitas regionos problemas; regionų bendradarbiavimo trukmė sudaro priežastis gali sukurti bendradarbiavimo strategiją, numatyti bendrą finansavimo šaltinius, sukurti projektų komandą patirti, turėti projektų administravimo išleidąs.

Remiantis tyrimų rezultatais, parengtos išvados, kuriose apibrėžtas šios pagrindinės nuostatos:


2. Projektinio valdymo procese pakankamai svarbių vietų užima projektų realizavimo etapas, kuris yra kryptingas procesas, apimantis daugelio atvejų daugiau nei dvi suinteresuotas šalis, siekiančios savų strateginių tikslų. Siekiant optimizuoti projektų realizavimo procesą, ypatinges dėmesys turi būti skiriama į darantiemis štakėmam atvejų ekonomikas veiksniams.

3. Projektų vadybos centro veikla yra daugiaaplanė, orientuota į regiono organizacijų ir institucijų poreikių įtenkinimą.

4. Ekonominių veiksnų, darančių štakė projektų realizavimui, tyrimą tikslina tapti tokiomis kryptimis:
   - projektų realizavimo rezultatų prognozavimas projektinės veiklos iniciacijavimo stadijoje;
   - virtualių projektų realizavimo rezultatų prognozavimas ir įvertinimas;
   - projektų portfelio formavimo ir realizavimo ekonominiais aspektais.

Raktai: vaikšt, žinių vadyba, projektai, projektų vadyba, žmogiškių išteklių ugdymas, mokymas ir studijos, studijų programos.
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